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In the beginning, there is the piece of ground where the home will sit. Excavation eventually 
begets a basement, concrete slab or block-encased crawl space.

Foundational structures alone won’t be enough to set up the home for long-term energy efficiency. 
Insulation is a must when combating cold air, moisture and other potential hazards that can befall 
an unprotected foundation.

“Proper insulation provides a good base for a high performance home,” said Gary Parsons, Fellow, 
Research and Development, Dow Building Solutions.

Builders sometimes overlook insulating foundations, seeing the Earth as a natural insulator – much 
like the way the ground is used to maintain a steady temperature of water in underground pipes 
used in geothermal heating and cooling systems. When it comes to heat loss from foundations 
however, the protection provided by the ground is insufficient.

“The Earth is not an insulator,” Parsons said. “Dirt’s porous nature won’t completely stop hazards 
from reaching the foundation, punctuating the need for proper sealing.”

An uninsulated basement can account for up to 30 percent of the total energy loss in a home.* 
That can result in escalating energy bills and general discomfort within the home.

Here’s a look at some methods for insulating the three most common types of foundations – 
basements, slabs and crawl spaces.

Basements

While the ground that eventually will surround the basement will slow water, air and bugs from 
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A less expensive alternative to basements and slabs, 
crawl spaces can trap exterior air and be a breeding 

ground for mold and mildew.

reaching the exterior walls, the concrete first requires attached barriers for definitive protection. 

A layer of foam insulation on the exterior provides a continuous layer of insulation that enhances 
drainage, insulates the wall against condensation possibly forming on the interior wall, protects 
the waterproofing membrane, and can provide long-term thermal performance along with 
compressive strength to resist soil and hydrostatic pressures.

On the interior walls, insulation provides sound barriers and also helps maintain consistent 
temperatures from room to room. According to Parsons, the best interior insulation solutions are 
achieved when insulation boards are installed on interior walls before the floor is poured against 
the foam.

The lack of insulation or improper insulation on basement walls can lead to the development of 
condensation. Insulating basement walls with rigid insulation and sealing the seams of the boards 
with weather tape closes any additional tiny gaps.

“Of course, the level of insulation one uses on a basement depends on the area of the country one 
lives,” Parsons said. “But the basement should have protection.”

Slabs

Depending on the slab construction, slabs can be insulated horizontally below the concrete, 
vertically at the perimeter or horizontally outward from the slab. Placing a layer of insulation 
between the ground and the slab before it is poured helps reduce the potential for condensation 
forming on the surface, mitigating energy loss and preventing cold floors.

In addition, the insulation layer can provide a much-needed layer of warmth, particularly in the 
winter. Since the heat loss through the floor is reduced, the effect is to warm the concrete floor, 
creating a more comfortable environment.

Parsons also recommends sealing concrete joints and the seal between the walls and the slab with 
a layer of calk to keep air from filtering through.

Crawl Spaces

“Crawl spaces should be treated like basements, 
except there is no floor,” Parsons said.

Vented crawl spaces, a less expensive alternative 
to basements and slabs, are noted for trapping 
exterior air, both warm and cold. Poor insulation 
in vented crawl spaces makes for an inefficient 
building. The unconditioned crawl space can 
also be a breeding ground for mold and mildew, 
especially in moderate and moist climate zones.  
A better alternative is a closed, conditioned crawl 
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space with proper levels of insulation on the interior of the walls and attention given to sealing any 
potential entry points from exterior air. A closed, insulated crawl space is thermally more efficient 
than a vented crawl space and allows any heating/cooling ducting to function properly without 
energy loss.

* Based on a study conducted by Dow and D.R. Nelson & Associates in which air loss was measured by using 
blower door tests. Potential energy savings were estimated using REM Home Energy Analysis Software. Results 
vary based on construction, style, year built and other unique home characteristics. Participating homeowners 
were current employees of Dow.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Building and/or construction practices unrelated to building materials could greatly affect 
moisture and the potential for mold formation. No material supplier can give assurance that mold will not develop 
in any specific system.


